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PRESS RELEASE 
 
GINORI 1735 GOES TO LONDON WITH REBORN PROJECT FOR THE THIRD CHAPTER OF THE GINORI ART 
COLLECTION IN COLLABORATION WITH DAVID GILL GALLERY. A PROJECT PROMOTED BY GINORI 1735 AND 
CURATED BY FRÉDÉRIC CHAMBRE, CONCEIVED TO CELEBRATE TABLE ART, DESIGN AND CREATIVITY. 
 
7 September – 3 October 2022 
 
Ginori 1735 reveals the third chapter of the Ginori Art Collection project, an immersive experience that explores 
table art and celebrates the brand's creative vision. 

On 7 September, at the David Gill Gallery in London, Ginori 1735 inaugurates the British stopover of REBORN 
PROJECT, conceived and curated by Frédéric Chambre, auctioneer and CEO of Piasa. 

With REBORN PROJECT, the Ginori Art Collection invites international artists and designers to reinterpret white 
porcelain objects from the Manifattura and to transform them into unique and exclusive artworks for accentuating 
interior design projects and private collections alike. 

Following the first two chapters successfully presented at the Galerie du Passage in Paris in 2021 and at the Nilufar 
Gallery in Milan during Milano Design Week last June, for the British experience Ginori 1735 counts on 8 eminent 
artists and designers of international standing, such as David Gill, founder of the eponymous British design gallery, 
Mattia Bonetti, Swiss artist and designer; Barnaby Barford, a British artist; Sebastian Brajkovic, a Dutch artist; 
Michele Oka Doner, a US artist; Lena Peters, a British ceramist; Sebastian Errazuriz, artist and designer based in the 
US; Francis Sultana, an interior designer and CEO of David Gill Gallery. 

These artworks of tableware and porcelain objects express the personality of each artist, the know-how of the 
Manufattura along with the vision and the aesthetic of Ginori 1735. 

Nuances, graphic strokes, distortions, inclinations and plays of perspective, hints of organic forms, are some of the 
decorative elements characterizing the various works, in their manifested expression of freedom, spontaneity and 
creativity, the stand-out factors of the REBORN PROJECT. 

Each work is unique, entirely hand-painted, signed by the artist and accompanied by a Ginori 1735 certificate of 
authenticity. 

REBORN PROJECT will be on display in London, from 7 September to 3 October, at the David Gill Gallery, 2-4 King 
Street St. James's. 

Following London, REBORN PROJECT will extend to other important art capitals around the world. 

"Ginori 1735 is renowned worldwide for beauty, uniqueness and savoir-faire, but also for the creativity and boldness 
with which the brand looks to the future: this is why we believe wholeheartedly in the Ginori Art Collection project, 
with the collaboration of Frédéric Chambre, who came on board last year. With REBORN PROJECT we have explored 
new expressions of art, thanks to the engagement of international talents who have succeeded in interpreting our 
products with an extreme artistic sensitivity, to enable their rebirth as unique artworks" comments Alain Prost, 
President and CEO of Ginori 1735. 

“I am honoured to be part of the creative process to be designing for Ginori 1735 with the David Gill Gallery artists. 
This collaboration with the gallery has yet again brought Ginori 1735 and its history to the forefront of contemporary 
creativity with the artists of today, to a new visual language in porcelain” comments David Gill, Founder and 
Chairman of David Gill Gallery 
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About Frédéric Chambre 

With a degree in law and art history, Frédéric 
Chambre started his carreer as an auctioneer with 
"exceptional masters such as Christian de Quay and 
Francis Briest". In 1996 he became a partner of his 
own firm before joining Pierre Bergé and serving as 
Associate Vice President of Pierre Bergé & Associés 
from 2002 to 2012. Vice-President and Managing 
Director of Piasa since 2013, Frédéric Chambre 
focuses his work on the intimate relationship 
between the artist and the object, the collector and 
the artwork. Passionate about the decorative arts, 
he is an expert of the art history and the French, 

American and Scandinavian expressions. He has a strong interest for Italian design of the 20th century, which, 
according to him, combines "simplicity and madness, classicism and baroque". Familiar with Ginori 1735 through the 
works of Gio Ponti, Frédéric Chambre was captured by the collections and the craftmanship of the florentine 
Manifattura. He took up the challenge of giving to renowned artists and interior designers the opportunity to give 
new life to porcelian objects by creating unique pieces: tableware, lamps, vases and so on. Thus was born "Reborn 
Project", a project that borrows three fundamental principles from the spirit of the Renaissance: " the beauty, the 
selection, the uniqueness” giving a new look to the arts of the table. 
 
About David Gill  
David Gill inaugurated his first gallery on London’s Fulham Road in 1987. In 1999, he renovated a large warehouse 
space in Vauxhall, and in 2012 opened his third gallery, where he currently presides in St James’s opposite Christie’s, 
a fitting reference to the start of his career in furniture and design. More than a gallerist, David Gill can be 
considered as a curator, a nurturer, or indeed a modern historian. What resonates most about his practice is that Gill 
doesn’t separate design from other creative disciplines, as, for example, fashion, architecture and art. As one of the 
firmest fixtures on the contemporary design scene, David Gill can be credited with spearheading the shifting 
perception that design can be labeled as art. He has commissioned pieces by Grayson Perry, Donald Judd and 
Gaetano Pesce; he has collaborated with Rei Kawakubo, the founder of Comme des Garcons. Other exhibitions 
include Zaha Hadid’s Liquid Glacial 2012 and Jorge Pardo’s Meretricious 2015. Works from David Gill gallery can be 
found in private and public museum collections, including the Victoria and Albert Museum in London and the 
Museum of Modern Art in San Francisco. The extraordinary appeal that design has accrued of recent decades, can 
be attributed, in part, by the influence and reputation of David Gill, as ambassador of a new vernacular of design. 
 
About Mattia Bonetti 
Artist and designer Mattia Bonetti was born 
in 1952 in Lugano, Switzerland. Moving to 
Paris in 1972, Bonetti developed a career as 
a stylist and photographer. Bonetti’s work 
has always begun with a free-hand sketch, 
which is then fabricated in materials 
including bronze, acrylic, wood, rock crystal, 
marble, glass and stainless steel. He is also a 
sculptor, often working with clay to give 
initial shape to pieces that will later become 
his furniture. Consistently working with 
many of the same craftsmen and ateliers 
since the beginning of his career, Bonetti’s 
work exploits the most luxurious of 
materials but also pushes technological 
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boundaries, using the most contemporary skills available including 3D printing, modern acrylics and robotics. A true 
trailblazer for contemporary avant-garde design. In 2004 Bonetti went on to exhibit a solo-presentation of works at 
David Gill Gallery. Subsequent solo exhibitions followed in 2008, 2012, 2014 and 2017. A new exhibition ‘New Works 
2022’ will be opened in October. The work of Mattia Bonetti is included in public collections, including the Centre 
Georges Pompidou and Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris, the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in New York 
City and the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. 
 
About Barnaby Barford 
London-based artist Barnaby Barford (born in 1977) graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2002 and has been 
Associate Lecturer at Central Saint Martins since 2004. Barford’s early ceramic sculptures reworked mass-market 
and antique found porcelain figurines to create scenarios that offered a witty, cultural critique. More recent works 
have seen the development of his instinct for satire into biting social commentary. Driven by a fascination with 
words and language, he explores what it is to be human in the 21st century. As a multi-media artist, Barford 
continually takes his practice in new directions, most recently working with time-lapse film and works on paper, but 
he consistently returns to ceramics, utilizing mass and industrial production processes. He has been represented by 
David Gill Gallery since 2005, and has exhibited internationally, with major solo shows across Europe and the USA. 
His work has been acquired by many public and private collections including the Victoria & Albert Museum, London, 
the Museum of Fine art, Houston, Texas, and the National Libraries of France and the Netherlands. He has received 
several commissions from companies such as Louis Vuitton, and has a permanent public artwork in north east 
London. 
 
About Sebastian Brajkovic 
Sebastian Brajkovic, born in Amsterdam in 1975, is an artist who started creating furniture by transforming and 
mutating archetypal shapes into new forms, often using contemporary technologies. This resulted in works that 
transcended in form and historical periods, forging his own, visually-striking, canon. Brajkovic initially studied 
cabinet-making at the Amsterdam’s meubelvakschool before enrolling at Design Academy Eindhoven. Here he 
focused on the concept of combining art and conceptual design. It was at Eindhoven that Brajkovic first pioneered 
his design vernacular, creating furniture that stretched and contorted its original shape. The resulting designs 
balanced structure, freedom and form. Brajkovic’s work resides in the permanent collections of institutions such as 
London’s Victoria and Albert Museum, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston and the Museum of Arts and Design, New 
York. The second solo exhibition of Brajkovic will be exhibited at David Gill Gallery in 2023. 
 
About Michele Oka Doner 
Michele Oka Doner is an international artist whose career spans over five decades. The breadth of her artistic 
production encompasses sculpture, design objects, works on paper, furniture, jewellery, public art and video 
installations. Michele Oka Doner's work is fuelled by a lifelong study and appreciation of the natural world. Her work 
encompasses materials including glass, bronze and silver and in a variety of scales she mirrors the world around her. 
Michele is well known for creating over 35 public art installations throughout the United States and in Europe, 
including A Walk on the Beach at The Miami International Airport (1995-2010) which features 9000 bronze 
sculptures inlaid over a mile and a quarter long concourse of terrazzo with mother-of-pearl – it is one of the largest 
public artworks in the world. Michele Oka Doner presented a solo exhibition at David Gill Gallery in 2015 and in 
2018. Her artwork can be found in the collections of relevant cultural institutions as, for example, Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs in Paris, The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Art Institute in Chicago, the Whitney Museum 
of American Art in New York. Michele Oka Doner published also three monographs Natural Seduction (Hudson Hills 
Press, 2003), Workbook (Oka Press, 2004), and Human Nature (Charta, 2008). 
 
About Lena Peters 
Lena Peters is a ceramicist whose works play with folkloric narratives. Her interest in folklore, mythology, history and 
nature results in work that dances between the real and the unreal, creating illustrative objects which work to 
embody her storytelling. Peters graduated from Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design with a BA Hons in 
Ceramic Design in 2017. Her work has been exhibited at the Lethaby Gallery, London, the British Ceramics Biennial in 
Stoke-on-Trent, and the Pangolin Gallery, London. Peters’s works were first exhibited at David Gill Gallery in 
November 2017 as part of ‘Vases and Vessels’ Curated by Gianluca Longo. Joining David Gill Gallery, Peters 
presented her first solo exhibition at David Gill Gallery in 2018 entitled ‘Saints and Spirits’. In her work, Peters 
offered an unexpected menagerie of shrine statues, evoking folk beliefs and household worship from across the 
world. Ranging across continents and combining pagan and primitive beliefs with Christian iconography, the figures 
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are part of a cadre of non-canonical Saints, conjured from the stories and animal symbolism of various peoples. In 
2021, Peters presents ‘Goddesses’ her second solo exhibition at David Gill Gallery, investigating the Divine Feminine. 
Each of her large, rounded pieces are lidded vases, drawing on the historical relationship with the female form – a 
vehicle for holding things or for telling stories. The void at the pieces’ heart feels symbolic of fertility, of childbirth, 
and of creation. 
 
About Sebastian Errazuriz 
Sebastian Errazuriz is a Chilean-born, New York-based Artist, Designer and Entrepreneur. His work is always 
surprising and compelling, inviting the viewer to look again at realities that were often hidden in plain sight. Blurring 
the boundaries between art, tech, design and craft, his works are acquired by art collectors and museums 
worldwide. In 2015 Errazuriz was invited by Times Square Arts to present his public art installation “A Pause in the 
City that Never Sleeps” on 50 giant screens in Times Square. The same year Errazuriz was the honoree for the Gala of 
the NY Museum of art and Design; In 2011 he was selected for the Compasso d’ Oro and in 2010 he received the title 
of Chilean Designer of the Year. In 2017, Errazuriz founded Cross Lab, his second studio that functions as a young 
creative studio that mixes art, technology, design, and communications to produce innovative tech solutions for 
contemporary issues. 
Sebastian Errazuriz’s work has been included in exhibitions and collections around the world, as for example, at the 
Palm Springs Art Museum, at the National Museum of Design in New York, at the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, 
at the Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art in Helsinki, and the National Museum of Fine Arts in Santiago. 
 
About Francis Sultana 
Artistic Director of David Gill Gallery, Francis Sultana is one of the world’s foremost interior and furniture designers, 
working across both residential, commercial and hospitality projects. Appreciated for his unique ability to merge the 
residential requirements of a domestic or commercial space with often large-scale visual art, sculpture and 
installation pieces, his studio is working on projects in the UK and across Europe and the US. Alongside his multiple 
international hotel and residential interiors projects, his atelier produces annual collections of bespoke and limited-
edition furniture and textiles under the Francis Sultana brand. Francis’s own work is known for his use of noble 
materials such as bronze, rock crystal and straw marquetry and bespoke fabrics. Having co-founded the Design Fund 
for the Victoria & Albert Museum, Francis now sits on the International Council for the museum. He is co-head of the 
Cultural and Social Affairs Committee of the Serpentine Galleries and sits on the International Council. He also sits on 
the International Council for the Design Museum, London. He is Co-President of the Jury of PAD London and is also a 
member of the jury for PAD Paris. In 2018 Francis was announced as Ambassador of Culture for Malta, where he sits 
on the board of MICAS, Malta's new museum space which opens in 2023. 
 
About Ginori 1735 
Ginori 1735 has been for almost three centuries one of the main global brands in the field of luxury and lifestyle, the 
expression of the Italian excellence in pure porcelain and in the highest quality artistic design. Part of Kering Group 
since 2013, Ginori 1735 has always been associated with great figures of fashion, art, design, architecture, film and 
decor. The Manifattura creations represent a perfect blend between heritage and innovation. They include 
tableware collections, art and living objects, gifts, flatware, drinkware and textile articles, expression of a passion for 
Italian culture, colour, art, and gracious hospitality. The iconic crown that marks the back of tableware in some of 
the finest homes and most exclusive restaurants around the world stands for the most sophisticated merging of 
craft and art. This brash combination of taste has always been at the heart of the brand. Over centuries, the 
Manifattura evolved its process and production, bringing together ancient techniques and contemporary world view 
to produce homewares under the direction of visionaries. The Ginori 1735 mission is to forward a modern 
Renaissance, a rebirth and rediscovery of the pleasure, personal expression, and art of everyday life. Today, the 
Ginori 1735 world is shaped by a multiplicity of voices, opinions, and styles. It reinvests its legacy with the vision of 
the next generation of cutting-edge style masters, that bring art into everyday life and everyday life into art. Ginori 
1735 counts on a distribution network which includes: Florence and Milan flagship stores, one monobrand store in 
Moscow, selected dealers in Italy and a presence in high-level Department Stores and multi-brand Specialty Stores 
all over the world. 
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FOR FURTHER PRESS INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:  

antonia@deesonanddeeson.com 

press@davidgillgallery.com 

 

IMAGES AVAILABLE: 
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/vjt8xex00swk5gzuh47h2/h?dl=0&rlkey=3r3mp6ugnjhoay3cvsgvhwen8 
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